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Abstract—A fiber interferometer interfaced to 3 geometrical elements is presented for applications in geophysics. The fiber sensor is based on an extrinsic fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFFPI) which incorporates a modulation scheme to lock the interferometer at quadrature and to enable displacement measurements below a quarter of the interrogating wavelength. It operates over a relatively large frequency dynamic of ~500 000 with a precision better than 2 nm. The fiber interferometer is next interfaced to a differential hydrostatic long baseline inclinometer, a 3-axis borehole tiltmeter and a single-axis seismometer, respectively. Results obtained demonstrate that the fiber interferometrically-interrogated instruments exhibit performances equivalent to or even surpassing those of the reference instruments employed for comparison during their deployment to an underground test site since March 2012.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions as well as human activities (such as underground mine tunneling and storage facilities) can induce large strain states and hence movements in the earth’s surface [1]. The subsequent vibrations generated by these events can nevertheless be remotely detected away from their epicenters [2]. In the context of natural risks, the catastrophic consequences of such vibrations thus can not be more strongly emphasized by the recent events in Nepal (April 2015, M7.8), in Japan (March 2011, M9.0) and off the coast of Sumatra (Indonesia, December 2004, M9.1-M9.3), etc. These are exemplified by the damages caused to entire cities/villages and, more sadly, the huge loss of lives as a direct consequence of the quakes or indirectly from the aftershocks, tsunamis and/or landslides. In risk prevention or management, it is thus of great interest to be able to detect these minute vibrations with sufficiently sensitive equipment. Although complete prediction of earthquake occurrences are beyond the reach of current research [3], the precious seconds or even minutes gained in predicting these events and hence in alerting or warning the population centers can be crucial to saving lives during evacuation, particularly during the principal quakes and the oft-more dangerous aftershock tremors.

Although space-based systems such as GPS and InSARs (interferometric synthetic aperture radars) are widely used for their large geographical coverage, they do not have sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions for detecting such weak vibrations [4]. More localized in-situ instruments (hydrostatic inclinometers, borehole tiltmeters and seismometers) can also be used over different operating bandwidths but have to be deployed in certain quantities to provide good geographical coverage [5],[6],[7]. Optical techniques, such as fiber interferometers, are particularly suitable for this task in geophysics because of their numerous advantages which are unmatched by traditional instruments. The intrinsic properties of the optical glass fiber, such as its dielectric nature and, hence, immunity to electromagnetic interferences, lightning strikes and zero explosion risks, its flexible fiber geometry, low attenuation, very wide bandwidth, and multiplexing capability favor sensor systems based on the optical fiber for deployment in the field for remote sensing. Further, coupled to interferometric detection techniques, these fiber sensors can offer extreme sensitivity and precision in performance and can be made suitable for applications beyond typical optical metrology.

Fiber optic interferometers are today a relatively mature technology and have been commercially exploited. The potential extreme performance achievable with these devices has seen their uses in various high-precision metrological applications where very high accuracy and resolution are desired [8]. In addition, these sensors are highly suitable for constructing multiple probes grouped into networks for multi-point sensing or to provide measurement cover over a large geographical zone. This can technically improve the spatial resolution as well as the measurement accuracy of the particular parameter under detection or study. One of the domains in which fiber interferometers can offer superior performances together with field advantages over traditional electrical and/or electronic sensors is in geophysics for ground-based in-situ measurement campaigns over the long term.
We report in this work a fiber sensor based on the extrinsic fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFFPI) coupled to three geomechanical instruments for long-term monitoring of the earth's free surface movements [9]. The EFFPI incorporates a modulation scheme allowing the object's directional sense to be determined as well as displacements below the interrogating wavelength to be precisely measured. Both the EFFPI and geomechanical elements have been assembled to form a quasi-monolithic structure to ensure accurate transmission of the disturbance by the geomechanical transducers to the fiber sensor. This research work has been carried out under the auspices of the French National Research Agency Natural Risk ANR LINES project.

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLES

A. Modulation-based EFFPI

The modulation-based extrinsic fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The interrogating wavelength ($\lambda$) from a temperature-regulated fiber pigtailed 1310 nm DFB-type laser diode (DFB-LD) is coupled by a fiber circulator (FC) to an external target through a collimator (C). Here, the use of a mirror target introduces a double reflection (DR) from the sensing beam. This wave doubly reflected off the target (T) then combines with the reference wave reflected at SF end to form the interference signal. Current modulation from a modulation unit is applied to first $\pi/2$ phase-shift the signal to achieve a signal pair given by $V_x = V_0x + V_{mx}\cos(\Delta \theta)$ and $V_y = V_0y + V_{my}\cos(\Delta \theta + \pi/2 + \epsilon)$, where $V_x$ and $V_y$ are the quadrature signals, $V_0x$ and $V_0y$ their dc components, $V_{mx}$ and $V_{my}$ their ac amplitudes, respectively. $\epsilon$ accounts for any out-of-quadrature phase error. The desired displacement $d$ is then retrieved from $\Delta \theta = 8\pi nd/\lambda$ via phase demodulation with $n$ the cavity refractive index (~1 for air). A second modulation is simultaneously applied to generate a reference displacement and enables quasi-static movements or very slowly-evolving displacements with amplitudes below $\lambda/4$ to be detected.

The calibration of the EFFPI sensor against a reference piezo-electric transducer (PZT) from Polytech PI with a quoted precision of 2 nm is plotted in Fig. 2 over a 2 nm – 5 µm range beyond which the PZT response is no longer linear. The result indicates very good linearity between the two devices with the precision of the EFFPI sensor evaluated to be better than 2 nm over $10^3$ – 500 Hz (or frequency dynamic = 500000).

B. Fiber Interferometric Hydrostatic Long Baseline Inclinometer

The operating principle behind the EFFPI-interrogated hydrostatic long baseline inclinometer (ILB-LINES) is a pair of liquid-filled communicating vases whose baseline is defined by the length of a hydrostatic tube joining the two vases. Any ground tilt or inclination will induce a liquid level variation in both vases albeit in opposite directions. A differential configuration is adopted here with two EFFPI probes employed to detect liquid level variations. The displacement associated with this variation is limited to ±1 mm as shown in Fig. 3(a) with a relative error due to the cosine $\alpha$ term estimated at less than 0.005 %. A linear variable differential transducer (LVDT) is integrated as the reference sensor, as illustrated by Fig. 3(b) for ILB-LINES having a combined baseline of 150 m.

C. Fiber Interferometric Borehole Tiltmeter

A second EFFPI sensor is interfaced to a simple pendulum system made from an all-glass superstructure to form IF-LINES. The detection basis is a tri-axial set-up where 3 EFFPI probes are positioned at 120° apart as illustrated in Fig. 4(a), thus allowing angular movements from the mobile pendulum mass to be detected. This tri-axial redundancy also has the major advantage of compensating common-mode perturbations.
(atmospheric pressure variation, temperature effects and other common-mode noises, etc) since $d_1 + d_2 + d_3 = 0$ theoretically.

The complete instrument is shown in Fig. 4(b) before its insertion into a borehole at the test site. IF-LINES is ~1 m long and has a resolution of ~1 nanorad. To shield IF-LINES from any damages, it is sealed into an all-silica protection tube.

The complete instrument is shown in Fig. 4(b) before its insertion into a borehole at the test site. IF-LINES is ~1 m long and has a resolution of ~1 nanorad. To shield IF-LINES from any damages, it is sealed into an all-silica protection tube.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The prototype instruments developed in this work, namely ILB-LINES, IF-LINES and SISMO-LINES, have been deployed to a low-noise underground test site (LSBB) in Rustrel, South of France (Fig. 6) at end Feb 2012. The instruments and their control modules are installed 300 m apart in a gallery which is located ~800 m from the principal tunnel's entrance. ILB-LINES and SISMO-LINES are oriented along the gallery's axis (N-S direction) while Probe 1 from IF-LINES is N-oriented. Onsite characterization of the instruments using periodic earth tides with 12-hr periods is performed to validate their operation under real solicitation since these tides are considered the "natural" calibration basis in geophysics.

The experimental results obtained for ILB-LINES are illustrated in Fig. 7 during the April 2012 Sumatra earthquake.

It is observed that tremors from the quake, with a total duration lasting ~5.5 hrs, are superpositioned onto the periodic
redundancy measurements where capacity to compensate common-mode noises via its tri-axial underground. Its response to a quake event confirms its Hz, is installed in a 1.5 m deep borehole which is ~500 m performance of ILB-LINES to be validated.

IF-LINES, configured for operating over from DC to ~10 Hz, is installed in a 1.5 m deep borehole which is ~500 m underground. Its response to a quake event confirms its capacity to compensate common-mode noise via its tri-axial redundancy measurements where \(d_1 + d_2 + d_3 \approx 10\) nm, implying a small offset which is attributed to the slightly non-symmetric conception of the instrument, as shown in Fig. 8.

SISMO-LINES (>2 Hz) is installed on a flat reinforced concrete slab adjacent to a reference Streckeisen STS2 seismometer. The response from both instruments is plotted on a seismograph in acceleration values in Fig. 9.

The background noise level from SISMO-LINES is found to be comparable to that from the STS2 device. In addition, the acceleration amplitudes detected by SISMO-LINES during the actual quakes are identical to those measured with the STS2 seismometer which is a large bandwidth sensor (10 kHz). In the context of risk management, it is observed that the peak shock occurred at ~09:32 hrs with secondary tremors dispersed over 5 – 10 min periods.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Three instruments, namely a fiber interferometric hydrostatic long baseline inclinometer (ILB-LINES), a fiber interferometric borehole tiltmeter (IF-LINES) and a fiber interferometric seismometer (SISMO-LINES), have been developed for geophysics instrumentation under the Natural Risks program of the French National Research Agency. These have subsequently been tested in the laboratory and deployed out into a test tunnel for preliminary field trials. Comparison of in-situ measurements with respective reference instruments demonstrated that the LINES instruments offer characteristics which are comparable (ILB-LINES and SISMO-LINES) or even surpass (IF-LINES) those of their reference counterparts. Further recording and analysis of the ground data are required to optimize and investigate extremely slow geophysics events. Future work will involve rendering these instruments more robust for field trials in various remote locations.
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